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The cascade loading of a 2-port by a l-port is analyzed under the assumption 
that both systems are linear, continuous, time-invariant, causal, and possibly 
active. At each port the incident and reflected waves are allowed to be Banach- 
space-valued distributions. This implies that both systems have convolution 
representations with unit impulse responses that are operator-valued distribu- 
tions with supports bounded on the left at the origin. Moreover, the unit impulse 
response of the 2-port has a 2 x 2 matrix representation. Let s,, be the second- 
row second-column element of that matrix and let SL be the unit impulse 
response of the l-port. It is shown that, if SL is at least as regular as sz2 is singular 
so that szz * sL is a continuous operator-valued distribution, then the l-port 
resulting from the cascade connection has a uniquely determined scattering 
operator. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
A common connection in systems is that of cascade loading. It is obtained 
by connecting a l-port to one of the ports of a 2-port as shown in Fig. 1. 
One says that the 2-port is cascade loaded by the l-port and calls the port to 
which the l-port is connected the output port of the 2-port. The other port is 
called the input port. Let us assume that the 2-port has the scattering operator 
and that the l-port has the scattering operator ~113~ . Also, let the incident and 
reflected waves at the input port be respectively q1 and rr, at the output port 
q2 and r2 , and for the l-port qL and rI. . The cascade connection is then 
characterized by the restrictions: ra = qL and q2 := yt . A few manipulations 
then show that the circuit of Fig. 1 is described by the equations 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
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FIGURE 1 
The question arises as to whether these equations determine a scattering 
operator ‘%Bi : qi t+ ri . That is, given a q1 , does there exists a unique r, and a 
not necessarily unique qL such that (1.1) and (1.2) are satisfied ? An affirmative 
answer would assure us that the configuration of Fig. 1 makes sense. 
Some prior works have analyzed this problem in the case where ‘D and !Xl& 
are passive. See [l, 21, wherein the 2-port and l-port are actually a 2n-port 
and an n-port respectively, and [3], w h erein they are a Hilbert 2-port and a 
Hilbert l-port. The objective of this work is to attack the case where ‘$B and 
mL are allowed to be active. Moreover, we permit the incident and reflected 
waves in Fig. 1 to take their instantaneous values in Banach spaces. Although 
the latter generalization leads to additional complications in our analysis, it is 
worth doing for it does have physical significance [7]. 
That the stated problem does not always have a solution even when %B and 
!& are linear time-invariant causal and passive is shown by example in [3]. 
In the present paper we obtain a solution to it under some fairly broad 
assumptions. In particular, we allow 9B and ‘DuL to be any causal convolution 
operators of the form 
m = [I;; ;;:I *, ‘213L = SL * (1.3) 
where sll , slz , szl , s22 , and sL are operator-valued distributions. The most 
restrictive assumption that we impose is that the regular behavior of sL is to 
be so matched with the singular behavior of s22 that s22 * sL becomes a con- 
tinuous operator-valued function. 
The next section is devoted to a statement of those definitions, notations, 
and properties of vector-valued distributions that we shall need. Crucial 
to our analysis are certain results concerning the convolution of vector-valued 
distributions; these are developed in Sections 3 and 4. Our solution to the 
problem at hand is given in Section 5. 
2. SOME SPACES OF VECTOR-VALUED FUNCTIONS AND DISTRIBUTIONS 
Throughout this work R denotes the real line and C the complex plane; 
t, x, and z are variables in R. A, B, E, and F are complex Banach spaces. The 
norm for any Banach space A is denoted either by 11 * Ij or II . /IA . 
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The symbol [U; I’] represents the linear space of all continuous linear 
mappings of one topological linear space U into another such space 1’. Unless 
the opposite is explicitly stated, [U; V] will be assigned the topology of 
uniform convergence on the bounded sets of U. Thus, [i2; B] has the uniform 
operator topology. f$ = (f, 4> denotes that member of I* assigned b! 
fci[U; r-1 to CJE u. 
The k-th-order derivative of a function or distribution on R is denoted 
either by DZforftk). We also use the notation D,lf(t) -.f”‘)(t). f is called 
smooth if it has continuous derivatives of all orders at every point of R. The 
support off is denoted by supp f. A dot is used in the notation of a function 
[e.g., f(.)] to indicate the dummy variable of the function. In this paper m 
always denotes either a nonnegative integer or 03. 
&1”(A) denotes the linear space of all m times continuously differentiable 
functions from R into A having compact supports. @“(A) is equipped with 
the customary Schwartz topology. When A -= C, we denote 9”(C) by YU’. 
Also, when m := co, we at times write 9(A) for P(A) and 9 for P. The 
space [&(A); B], which by [6; Th eorem 3.11 can be identified with 
[%; [A; B]], is the space of all [A; B]-valued distributions on R. Moreover, 
we have 
[9(A); B] c [B”(A); B] c p(A); R] 
Let Kn be the semiinfinite interval (- 00, n], n = 1, 2,... , .Q:FJA) is the 
linear space of all functions q5 from R into A such that supp 4 C K, and +(A’) 
is continuous for each nonnegative integer k < m. Thus, when m =-L co, 
every + E&B~~(/I) is smooth. We assign to 9$(A) the topology generated b! 
the collection of seminorms yk,n where k < nz, k -= 0, I ,..., p :-= 0, I,..., and 
Next, we set Ben’(A) = u,“=, g;-(A) and assign to %-“‘(A) the corresponding 
strict inductive limit topology. As before, we set g-“(C) = Bj_lfb, 
g-“(A) = g-(A), and 9’_” = 9-. In just the same way, we define the 
strict inductive limit space B+“(A) of all m times continuously differentiable 
A-valued functions with supports bounded on the left. 
It can be shown that [gmm(4); B] is a subspace of the space [9-(A); B] 
of all [A; B]-valued distributions on R whose supports are bounded on the 
left. Thus, if we let [g”(A); B]r be the space of all f E [a”(A); B] whose 
supports are contained in [- Y, 00) where Y is a positive integer, we may write 
[9-“(A); B] = fi [%“(iil); B]?. 
7=1 
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We assign to [Bmm(A); B]r the topology of uniform convergence on the 
bounded sets of B-“(A). We then assign to [g-“(A); B] the corresponding 
inductive limit topology, which happens to be strict. That [9-“(A); B] has 
this topology will be understood henceforth and will not be mentioned 
again. Furthermore, we point out that 
[L3-$4); B] c [=9-“(A); B] c [s@-(A); B] c p(A); Bl 
~9 @ A is the space of all C$ E S@(A) having representations of the form 
+ = C &a, where 0, ~9m, ak E A, and the sum possesses a finite number of 
terms. 5@ @ A is supplied with the topology induced by P(A). 9 @ A 
is dense in P(A). Similarly, s-m @ A is the space of all C$ E .Swm(A) having 
the representations I$ = C &a, where now ok E g-““, ak E A, and the sum- 
mation is over a finite number of terms. 
We can identify any f E 9+0( [A; B]) as a mapping of gn”(A) into B for any 
m through the definition 
( f, 4) = 1, f(t) 4(t) & + E g-“(A). (2.1) 
It follows easily that f E [9-“(A); B] and that 9+O([A; B]) is a subspace of 
[9-m(A); B]. 
3. SOME PROPERTIES OF CONVOLUTION 
Given any g E [g.-(B); E] and any h E [9-(A); B], we define the convolu- 
tion product g * h as a mapping of 52-(A) into E by 
(g * k 4) = (&a <W), 4(x + a>9 4 E g-(A). (3.1) 
The arguments given in [6, Section 41 show that h ++g t h is a continuous 
linear mapping of [9-(A); B] into [L@-(A); E] and that 
supp g * h C supp g + supp h. 
Moreover, the following associativity equation, wherein f E [R(E); F], also 
holds: 
(f*i:)*h=f*(g*h). (3.2) 
This can be established by expanding both sides of (3.2) according to (3.1) 
and noting that 
<g * h(x), 4(- + 4) ~949 
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whereas 
,\W> d(. + z)) E%(B). 
Here, the dots in the arguments of + denote the dummy variables for these 
functions in R(E) and g-(B). 
We now investigate in some detail certain convolution regularizations that 
arise in our subsequent analysis. As a first step we show that every member of 
[G&““(B); B] can be identified with a unique member of [%““([B; B]); 
[B; B]] in a natural way. Let g E [6Km(B); B], b E B, and 0 E@-*([B; B]). 
Then, Bb E P”(B) and 8 ti Bb is a continuous linear mapping of 
%“‘([B; 231) into %“‘(B). Define g through the equation 
‘~,O)b=(g,Bb.. (3.3) 
Clearly, (2, t’> is a linear mapping of B into B. It is also continuous because, 
if b, + 0 in B as K + co, then 8b, - 0 in g-‘“(B). Thus, ;R, 8’) E [B; B] for 
each B E &“‘([B; B]). 
Next, it is again clear that 1 is a linear mapping of SK”‘([B; B]) into 
[B; B]. To show its continuity, let K, be the interval (- co, n] as before. 
Then, by the continuity of the restriction of g to LS~JB), there exists a 
constant M > 0, a nonnegative integer Y < m, and a nonnegative integer p 
such that, for all 0 E 9Fn([B; B]), 
Upon taking the supremum over all b E B such that / b ~1 = I, we get 
Hence, d E [9gm([B; B]); [B; B]]. Since this is true for every n, it follows that 
i E P-W-$ 4); LB; Bll. 
LEMMA 3.1. The mapping g ~6 defined by (3.3) is nn injection of 
[9-“(B); B] into [%“([B; B]); [B; B]]. 
Proof. In view of what we have already shown, we have only to establish 
the injectivity of the mapping. Let g, h E [g-“(B); B] be such that 
(g, 06) = (h, Ob> for all 0 E Bem([B; B]) and b E B. By their linearity, g and h 
coincide on 9-“([B; B]) @ B. But, BP” C gmm([B; B]) since each a E C 
defines the continuous linear mapping b F+ ab of B into B. So, g and h 
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coincide on Sna @ B and therefore on 9 @ B. But, 9 @ B is dense in 
gmm(B). Therefore, g = h in the sense of equality in [9-(B); B]. This proves 
that two different members of [B-“(B); B] cannot produce the same right- 
hand side in (3.3) for all 0 and b and therefore cannot generate the same 
member of [9-“([B; B]); [B; B]]. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 3.2. For any g E [gmm(B); B] and any h E 9+m([B; B]), set 
4t) = W), w - 4)’ (3.4) 
Then, u E S@+O([B; ]). 
Proof. Fix t. The right-hand side of (3.4) has a sense by virtue of Lemma 
3.1 and the fact that h(t - l ) E SK”([B; B]). Now, there exists a 
K, = (- co, n] such that 
h(t - .) - A(T - l ) E Dz([B; B]) 
for all r E R such that 1 T - t / < 1. Consequently, there exists a constant 
M > 0, a nonnegative integer Y < m, and a nonnegative integer p such that 
But, by the uniform continuity of htk)(t - l on semiinfinite intervals of the ) 
form [X, oo), the right-hand side of (3.5) can be made arbitrarily small by 
choosing r sufficiently close to t. This proves that u E~+O([B; B]) since 
supp u is clearly bounded on the left. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let g E [9-m(B); B] and h E CS+m([B; B]). Then, in the sense 
of equality in [g-(B); B], 
g * h = (&c), h(o - x)) E~+O([B; B]). (3.6) 
Proof. In view of Lemma 3.2, we need only prove the equality in (3.6). 
In accordance with (2.1) and (3.1), h E [S(B); B] and we may write, for any 
C E R(B), 
(3.7) 
We wish to show that this is equal to 
s (d(x), h(t - 4) 4(t) dt =<<iW> W - 4>,d(t)>. (3.8) 
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To do so, let us restrict x to the interval 1, == [--~ p, m). Also, let 
T -~: sup supp 4 and partition (- co, T] into the subintervals 
where q is a positive integer. Let t, m: t,,,z be any point in I,,,, . Then, we can 
approximate 
1 h(t - x)$qt) dt (3.9) 
‘R 
(3.10) 
Actually, there are only a finite number of terms in the summation (3.10) 
because supp C$ is bounded on the right and supp h(o -- X) is bounded on the 
left. Upon applying g term by term to (3.10) and invoking (3.3) and Lemma 
3.2. we obtain 
As q + co the last expression converges to (3.8) by virtue of the continuity 
and support conditions of r/ and (g(x), A(* - x)>. Thus, to complete the 
proof, we have only to show that, as functions of X, (3.10) tends to (3.9) in 
9-“(B) as q - co. 
We first note that the supports of (3.9) and (3.10) on the x axis are bounded 
uniformly on the right for all q. Next, let R be a nonnegative integer no greater 
than m. We may apply the differential operator D,” to (3.9) and in fact 
interchange it with the integration therein to obtain 
(- l)k / h’k”(t - l ) +(t) dt E P-O(B). (3.11) 
On the other hand, a term-by-term application of D,/ to (3. IO) yields 
l+ c h’“‘(t, - 0) +(t”) E Y_y?). 
” 
Now, on the compact triangular region of the {t, x)-plane described by the 
inequalities x > - p, t ,< T, and t ~ s 2 inf supp h, the function 
hck)(t - x)+(t) is uniformly continuous, which implies that, as q + x), 
(3.12) tends to (3.11) uniformly on J, = [- p, co). Since this holds for 
every p and every permissible K, (3.10) does converge in gPm(B) to (3.9). 
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4. THE CONVOLUTION ALGEBRA [9-(B);B] 
Under the convolution defined by (3.1), [g-(B); B] is a convolution alge- 
bra [4], [5; pp. 149-1501. We define the delta function 6 as a member of 
W(B); 4 by (6, C> = C(O), CEd-, as usual. It follows that 6 is the unit 
element in the convolution algebra; that is, f * 6 = S *f = f for all 
f E [g-(B); B]. An element f~ [a-(B); B] is said to have a convolution 
inverse J’ if there exists a j E [g-(B); B] such that f *j = j * f = 6. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let f E [B-(B); B] be g ken. A suficient condition for the 
equation f * u = g to have at least one solution u E [9-; B] for every g E [9-; B] 
is that f have a convolution inverse j E [K(B); B]. When this is the case, j is 
unique and f c u = g possesses a unique solution for each g E [9-; B] given by 
u=j*g. 
The proof of this is the same as that of [5, Theorem 6.2-l]. 
Our next objective is to show that, for any w E g+O([B; B]) with 
supp w C [0, co), 6 - w has the convolution inverse 6 + CF=, w*” where 
w*l = w, w*‘J = w * w, w*3 = w * w * w, etc. Some direct manipulations 
indicate that this is indeed the case so long as C w*” exists as a member of 
[S(B); B] and 
co m 
w * c fp’ = c w*v zxz f w** *w. 
“d v=2 ( 1 v=l 
(4.1) 
To establish the latter conditions, we first show that Cz=, w*“(t) converges 
under the operator norm 11 . lItBiB uniformly on every bounded interval of the 
form [0, T], T > 0. 
Indeed, by virtue of Lemma 3.3 and the fact that 9+O([B; B]) C [.9-O(B); B] , 
w * w(t) = (fqx), w(t - x)). 
Moreover, for any b E B, we have from (3.3) that 
(d(x), w(t - x)) b = (w(x), w(t - x) b) 
= jt w(x) w(t - x) b dx = j” w(x) w(t - x) dx 6. 
0 0 
Since this is so for every b E B, 
w * w(t) = jt w(x) w(t - x) dx. 
0 
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Now, for 0 < t < T, )! w(t)ll[,;,] < M, where n/l, is a constant depending 
on T. Therefore, 
and 
1, j: W(X) w(t - x) dx /I d Mr2t :: M,“T 
But, the sum over v = 1, 2,... of the right-hand side converges. This proves 
the asserted uniform convergence. 
It now follows that C w*” is a continuous [B; B]-valued function on R with 
its support bounded on the left at the origin. Hence, we may write 
w * z1 w*” = j; w(x) g w*p(t - x) dx. 
The uniform convergence of C w*” allows us to reverse the order of summa- 
tion and integration. This justifies the first equality in (4.1). The second 
equality is justified in the same way. Thus, we have established 
LEMMA 4.2. If w E B+O([B; B]) and supp w C [0, cc), then 6 -- zu possesses 
a convolution inverse in [L&(B); B]. It is equal to j = 6 + Cr=, w’“. Moreover, 
supp j c [O, a). 
5. CASCADE LOADING FOR ACTIVE SYSTEMS 
Let A @ B denote the external direct sum of the complex Banach spaces 
A and B. We adopt the following hypothesis. 
HYPOTHESIS I. The scattering operators ?IU and $BL are linear continuous 
time-invariant causal mappings of 9(A @ B) into [9; A @ B] and of .9(B) 
into [9”; B], respectively. 
By employing [6; Theorems 6.1 and 6.21, we can readily show that $nZ and 
BLu, have the convolution representations (1.3) where srr E [%(A); A], 
s12 E [S(B); A], szl E [=9-(A); B], sg2 E [9-(B); B], sL E [K(B); B], and the 
supports of all these operator-valued distributions are contained in [0, co). 
Thus, (1.1) and (1.2) can be rewritten as 
rl = sll * q1 + s12 * SL * qL, 
(6 - s22 * SL) * 4L = $21 * 91. 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
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These equations have a sense whenever rl, 4% E [9-; A] and qr. E [$; B]. 
(We mention again that the convolutions in these equations are associative.) 
The question at hand is whether every q1 E [%; A] determines through (5.1) 
and (5.2) a unique rl E [9-; A] and yields thereby a scattering operator 
TI$:q,Hr,. In other words, does the cascade loading of %D by ?IBL result 
in a uniquely determined scattering operator !I& ? 
If we assume in addition that the regularity of sL matches the singularity 
of $2 > then the answer is yes, as can be seen from the results of Sections 3 
and 4. Indeed, suppose that saa E [9-“(B); B]. If s, E~+“([B; B]), then 
saa *: s, E g+O([B; B]) according to Lemma 3.3. Moreover, 
supp s22 * s, c [O, co). 
Lemma 4.2 now shows that 6 - saa * sL possesses an inverse in the convolu- 
tion algebra [9-(B); B], namely, 
j = 6 + f ($2 * SL)fY. (5.3) 
"=l 
Also, supp j C [0, co). By Lemma 4.1, (5.2) possesses a unique solution qr. 
for the given q1 . Upon substituting qL into (5.1), we obtain the relation 
y1 = 2B3,q, , where 
'113, = ($11 + $2 * SL *j * s21) *- (5.4) 
The support of the distribution within the parentheses is contained in [0, CO), 
and therefore !I& is causal in addition to being a linear, continuous, and time- 
invariant mapping of [a-; A] into [R; A] [6; Theorems 4.1 and 6.21. 
We restate our conclusions as follows. 
THEOREM 5.1. In addition to Hypothesis I, assume that the distributions 
s22 and sL in the convolution representations (1.3) for !lB and 9BL are such that 
s22 E [Bmm(B); B] and sL E 9+m( [B; B]) w h ere m is either a nonnegative integer 
or 00. Then, the cascade loading of !Xl by %U, (as indicated in Fig. 1) determines a 
unique scattering operator !X$ such that rl = ?&cl, . %Bl is given by (5.3) and 
(5.4) and is therefore a linear continuous time-invariant causal mapping of 
[LS-; A] into [%; A]. 
In certain cases the roles of s22 and sL in the hypothesis of Theorem 5.1 
can be interchanged. For example, when B = C, we have that [C; C] = C. 
Then, the assumptions that sa2 E~+~([C; C]) = 9+m and s, E [g”(C); C] 
imply that s22 * s, E G@+“([C; C]) = Z@+O because s22 * sL = sL * s22 in this 
case. Therefore, the conclusion of Theorem 5.1 holds once again. The same 
is true when B is the n-dimensional complex euclidean space C”. Indeed, the 
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convolution of the matrix representation for s,:! an d sL yields a matrix repre- 
sentation for .s,s * sL whose elements are all members of g!_O as before. Since 
for any F = [fi,k] E [C”; C”] we have that ~1 F 2 ~1 xj 1. : f ,,,,. !?, it follows 
that s.,., * .sL EC~+O([P; Cn]) once again. 
One lust remark. The analysis of this section remains valid if we only 
assume that supp sss C [0, oo), supp sL C [0, a), and that the supports of 
s11 > s12 1 and sLll are merely bounded on the left. In this case, %? need not be 
causal, but as a consequence neither may %& be causal. 
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